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Thepaperaimsto recognize the importance of Women values and it’simparting process. 
Literature is considered as a mirror of life, yet life is incomplete without the concepts of 
Ethics,Culture and Values; almost every piece of literature includes all these concepts at 
the best level; and narrates its importanceto lead a satisfactory and meaningful life. 
Anissue of value has played an important role in theregion of literature, most of the 
classics and other literature are based on spiritual and moral values. Hence the aspect of 
value could be considered as the major component in literature.Women values are the 
best part of English literature; which inspires and attracts every admirers of literature 
through its quality . Varieties of  women values are the noticing matter inliterature; some 
are desired andsome are imposed. Since to comprehend the women values; the 
requirement of  analysis from very aspects and circumstancesbecomes highly essential. 
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INTRODUCTION  

“Thereisnothing either good or bad, but thinking makes it so”a famous of Shakespeare 
suggests the point of view of  a person becomes essential to judge any matter or any 
individual. Representation of his female characters in his classical works highlights the 
vivid description of values and ethics carried by the characters in societal norms.Varieties 
of values could be found in all of his classical works as being an ideal wife to domination, 
greedy, passive and beautiful, evil witches and many more. Every female characters of 
Shakespeare includes it’s own intentions as a form of values. 

BEING AS AN IDEAL WIFE 

Shakespeare is known for his heroines more than his male protagonists, very female 
character as a wife or life partner carries the value of being an ideal or husband, family 
and society. The role of a women touches every aspects of family and the position of wife 
demands virtues and values to satisfy the needs of husband. Shakespeare has brought out 
some of the ideal wives with appreciable qualities, the responsibilities of being an ideal 
wife becomes one of best women values in English literature. 

Helena - of All’s well that Ends well 

Helena, a care taker ofcountess of Rousillonand the daughter of great doctor,witnesses 
herself as an ideal wife through her patience and intelligence. The concept of 
compromised marriage, turns into a happy ceremony by her positive attitude and nature. 
Helenanot only becomes an ideal wife but also a wise lady to breakdown the pride of 
husband who considered as an unworthy for him, “ but why should I marry a girl who 
owes her breeding to my father’s charity?” .The humbleness of Helena even after 
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husband’s betrayed treatment could be sensed by her words “ I dare not say I take you, 
but I am yours!”. Her pure love makes her to travel France, struggles to clear 
unacceptable relationship of her husband with Diana, a beautiful daughter of a widow; 
brings out hergoodpatience with no harm.Now that I have this, will you love me, 
Bertram?”. Her confidence of on husband’s returning to her inspires every despaired 
women in compromised or unhappy married life.  

Desdemona – of Othello 

Desdemona, a famous character of Shakespeare’s classics is noted as a victim of jealous 
and envy. In spite of being an honest wife, she was blamed for uncommitted mistake. 
Desdemona was glad to be a wife of Othello, a Moor;‘I saw Othello’s visage in his 
mind.”Desdemonamarries Othello against her father’s wish and serve herself as a ideal 
wife to him. The target of envy and jealous makes her victim and takes her life and 
happiness. Othello starts to accuse her on the advice Iago, an ensign, yet Desdemona 
remains same as an ideal wife, she receives unkind words,harmful slap but never thought 
to betray him; “ we must not displease him now”proves the tolerance against cruel 
treatment of husband towards his wife.She believed separation is not her peril“I have not 
deserved this”. Desdemonabecomes an example for the women who never think of 
separation from the suspecting husbands even in worse condition and circumstances. The 
act of pleading instead of resistance at the time of Othello’s violent behavior speaks about 
her patience and tolerance, she weeps and pleads but Othello presses upon her throat and 
hurts her inhumanely, her proof of innocence generates the guilt immensely that makes 
Othello to stab himself. 

The value of being an ideal wives were noticed as the sign of dignity. The tolerance 
against despair, insult, abundance were considered as a noble characteristic. 

BEING ASAFAITHFUL LADY LOVE 

The stories of love by Shakespeare brings out the qualities of honesty, faithful, sacrifice, 
tolerance and much more. The female characters of Shakespeare inspire the readers with 
their noble qualities in the form of values. These lady loves are known for their honesty, 
eternal love, rescuers and obedience.  

Juliet – of Romeo and Juliet  

One of the world famousLove tragedy by Shakespeare. The character of Juliet is still 
remained as a true and faithful lady love, as she inspires every conditioned females who 
dare not go against the wish of society and norms  of family. Juliet’s courage and bravery 
to endanger herself by consuming draught shows her faithfulness towards Romeo “I will 
do it; talk not to me of fear!”. Shewishes Romeo must become a star after his death so 
that world must fell in love. The act of drawing Remeo’s dagger and thrusting it through 
her heart and falling on Romeo’s chest witnesses her honesty and pure love for Romeo 
more than her life. Here being faithful becomes a greatest women value which had 
received immense appreciation forever. 

Portia – of Merchant of Venice  
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The character of Portia defines the real courage of women and her value as an intelligent 
rescuer of life partner from harmful threats. The quality of strong will power and 
faithfulness makes her as a great lady love, who prepares to face all the troubles and 
turbulence to save her love. Her act of protectingBassanio’s, her beloved depicts her care 
and affection; Bassanio’sand Antonio were produced to court of law, Shylock’s rejection 
of twice of money Inspite of borrowed money to withdraw the claim of flesh of 
Antonioby Bassanio to save his best friend creates threat to Bassanio’s property nd friend. 
As a perfect understanding partner Portia plays her role by advocating Bassanio’s casein  
adisguise manner and wins it with appreciation; “you shall have nothing but your bond. 
Take your pound of flesh, but remember, that if you take more or less, even by the weight 
of a hair, you will lose your property and your life”. 

Miranda – of The Tempest  

Beautifuldaughter of Prosperodisplays herself as a faithful lady love to Ferdinand, 
aNaple's prince. She helps Ferdinand to cut the logs of woods, feels for his pain and 
struggles. Miranda becomes as a strength to face all the odds in the forest , her affection 
and humble nature makes Ferdinand to forget his status, he works as a helper to Prospero. 
She was a girl without a mother but serves her best to her beloved father her Obedience is 
a remarkable women value as a daughter, Ferdinand was feels strongly for her character 
more than her beauty ,”She is like a goddess in her appearance and purity of heart’. Her 
view towards Caliban with humbleness becomes thegreatest witness of women value 
which concerns even with savage beast.  

CONTRASTFEMALECHARACTERSWITH APPRECIATED WOMENVALUE S  

WilliamShakespeare classics are not fixed with desired women values it has carried some 
of the opposite of it, which are contrasted with appreciated women values. These 
characters could be illustrated as against to women values and even for society, they go 
against the laws and regulations, attempts anti activities and indicate themselves as 
different from normal ones. As a result dissatisfion, out casting and negative remarks will 
be rewarded as a punishment. 

Lady Macbeth– of Macbeth  

Lady Macbeth plays an important role in the issue of changing of women values. The 
character could be read in both feminist and feminine point view. The power of guiding 
her husband and pushing him to the risky take shows her over ambitiousness, “Would 
you live a coward?”, shemanipulates Macbeth by repeatedly question question on his 
manhood and his masculinity and scolds for information about the prophecy, due to not 
putting effects to kill king Duncan “why did you write that letter to  me? “. More 
ambitious, desire for power, greed of position makes her blind, which leads to her 
disastrous end. The guilt of committing crimes evokes her unconscious mind filled  with 
greed and evil desires, “all the perfumes of Arabia could not sweeten this little hand”. 
Ultimately she pushes herself to the end of life by killing  herself and meets disastrous 
fate.  
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Sycorox– of The Tempest  

Consideredas a dangerous witch of island and mother of savage Caliban. Her nature of 
controlling Ariel and other creatures of island illustrates her attitude of dominating. She 
was banished from Aligers. Prospero always remained the Ariel about her terrible 
tortures to serve her, she could studied as postcolonial and in  feminist perspective.. 

Conclusion  

Valuesarethey key to meaningful life, the varities and vivid valuesof women in English 
literature not only builds the story, it guides the results of positive and negative values 
carried by individuals. Most the popular writers had made an effort to bring out these 
values with beautiful character of female which completes the piece of literature with 
sensible.  
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